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Insert detailed description of products and services here. If more than
one product (resource) or service is included, list each product (resource) here.

ScribCapture  is an addon feature to ScribFolders and ScribOnline which provides a web scanning function for
student documents.

ScribChoice  is an application tool for managing applications, lotteries and waitlists for special choice programs.
Utilizing integrations with SIS and additional configurations and offerings such as mass lotteries, the product services
the needs of choice programs across the nation.

ScribEnroll  is an enrollment product at the school and/or district level to do all student enrollments.

ScribFolders  is a part of ScribChoice and Enroll but can be acquired individually. It allows for the collection of student
information like a cumulative folder.

ScribForward  is a product for higher education institutions to receive documents and transcripts from Naviance and

ScribOrder via the Scribbles eTrans network.

ScribOnline  is a document management system which holds digitized copies of student records such as transcripts.

ScribOrder  is a multifaceted program that services current students, former students, legal entities as well as 3rd
party verification companies. All of these can request copies of transcripts as well as various student records. What is
available for request is denied at the district level.

ScribPreK  is an application tool for managing applications, lotteries and waitlists for special choice programs. Utilizing
integrations with SIS and additional configurations and offerings such as mass lotteries, the product services the needs
of choice programs across the nation.

ScribTransfer   Requests for current student records are processed via ScribTransfer IN ScribOrder. Multiple reports
and of data is available.
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